Representation learning systems typically rely on massive amounts of labeled data in order to be trained effectively. Recently, high-dimensional parametric models like convolutional neural networks have succeeded in building rich representations using either compressive, reconstructive or supervised criteria. However, the semantic structure inherent in observations is oftentimes lost in the process. Human perception excels at understanding semantics but cannot always be expressed in terms of labels. Human-in-the-loop systems like crowdsourcing are often employed to generate similarity constraints using an implicit similarity function encoded in human perception. We propose to combine generative unsupervised feature learning with learning from similarity orderings in order to learn models which take advantage of privileged information coming from the crowd. We use a fast variational algorithm to learn the model on standard datasets and demonstrate applicability to two image datasets, where classification is drastically improved. We show how triplet-samples of the crowd can supplement labels as a source of information to shape latent spaces with rich semantic information.
Introduction
In recent years, computer vision has made tremendous strides spurred by two major developments. On one hand, the ability to model large quantities of data with layered non-linear feature-learning systems has facilitated learning rich visual systems that can be used for purposes such as classification and understanding of images, scenes and videos. On the other hand, crowdsourcing has also progressed in its practical application as a tool that uses representations of crowd decisions, typically employing kernel or multiview systems, to encode subtle human knowledge into automated reasoning systems.
Oftentimes, especially in the case of perception, the structure of the data generating process is unknown and large amounts of accurate labels are hard to come by or may even be an inadequate form of knowledge representation. A common approach to deal with such cases is the use of crowdsourcing to gather cheap information about the data from human annotators. These annotations can take the form of labels, which frequently are noisy and unreliable when interrogating crowds of nonexperts, or alternatively can yield similarities between percepts. In the latter case, human annotators have the task to decide which one of a set of objects is the most similar to a target object. We can better understand this process in a series of steps. Initially, an annotator infers lower dimensional representations of observed datapoints coming from an unspecified generative process using human perception. Subsequently, question-specific similarity functions are applied depending on the task. The comparison then results in a decision regarding which object is more similar to a target with respect to a question. Throughout this process the perceiving system itself and the similarity functions are not known directly, but downstream samples using these functions can be observed in the form of decisions. We thus consider this a process of sampling from an oracle distribution with unknown structure.
In this paper, we propose to learn a flexible graphical model with latent variables that mimics this process by considering the generated similarity-objects as observations generated from the model. We show that parameters of a rich statistical model can be learned from human observations and help train models to produce interpretable results which exceed the performance of purely unsupervised learning and can be applied in cases where labels are sparse or suboptimal as a representation of prior knowledge. In order to provide speed and robustness we use a fast variational inference algorithm.
Relationship to other work
Similarity-based learning, for instance via crowdsourcing, has been tackled in various ways in the community before. Notably, crowd-kernels are inferred and used for various vision tasks using [1] which assumes a fixed Student-t structure to produce an embedding using similarity constraints from a crowd. We assume that an embedding containing the percepts z is given by a conditional probability density p(z|x). Rather than fixing the shape of this density, for instance using a Studentt distribution, we attempt to learn it from data.
In [2] , a metric respecting the particular distances in similarity is learned. This differs from the case we are studying, as it assumes that certain distances or similarities are observed, which is harder to ask of a weak oracle than orderings of similarities. In [3] , a probabilistic treatment for triplets is introduced and an adaptive crowd kernel is learned without specific visual features in mind. While we also adopt a probabilistic treatment of triplets, we will learn an adaptive feature representation comparing images from the crowd as well.
Flexible nonlinear models have been employed in a variety of situations to learn representations for data. A key result in relation to this work is the Siamese network [4] , which uses discriminatively learned features and refines them using a loss attached to the encodings of multiply winged networks over the compared images. Similar approaches have been used in [5, 6] , where usage of supervised features with crowd-inferred similarities boosts performance in face classification and more generic fine-grained visual categorization tasks.
The key difference to our work is two-fold: we focus on an unsupervised approach, where features are learned from images without labels and the feature learning is guided additionally by the crowd and we introduce a probabilistic generative model which provides a joint model of all these components and their interactions.
Generative models in representation learning have recently made rapid progress using variational inference [7, 8, 9] . These techniques allow fast learning of directed graphical model and have been a major stepping stone in combining deep learning with graphical models. However, not much work has been done to use them as components in larger models of data rather than for density estimation. Notably, in [10] these approaches are used to achieve state-of-the art results in semisupervised learning. We identify that as a related setting to ours: using the crowd we can obtain weak supervision in the form of similarity constraints over a sparse subset of the data, while most of the data is not subject to observed constraints. In [11] deep generative models are used with constraints on the latent space to increase specificity of latent variables, which is a goal we share but tackle using the crowd-information as a regularizer. Constraints on latent variables models in an otherwise unsupervised setting have also found early usage in the context of Gaussian Processes [12] using backconstraints, but those differ in nature compared to the constraints we consider here. Figure 1a shows a sketch of the process of sampling triplets from the crowd given a question Q. Figure 1b shows the model we introduce which treats triplets as given (shaded) and uses the specified likelihood to generate them. The key difference is that unobserved generative and inference models in Figure 1a are approximated by explicit parametric models θ and φ.
Finally, a connection also exists with Vapnik's privileged learning framework [13] where in a supervised setting improved classifiers can be learned if privileged information in the form of additional features is present during training time. Borrowing the terminology, we consider the similarity constraints to be a sparse privilege conveyed by the crowd oracle and aim at learning a student model which improves understanding of the data.
Methods
We tackle the problem of learning from an oracle like a crowd providing weak supervision in the form of similarity constraints and embedding observed data into an informative space. Our goal is to infer a model which learns jointly from triplets and observed data and transfers implicit perceptual biases encoded in the triplets into an explicit latent space which captures the semantics of the triplet-generating process (for instance see Figure 1a ) better than simple density estimation. We will proceed to show the two key contributions needed to perform this task, namely first a novel probabilistic treatment of crowd triplets and second a principled way to combine the probabilistic model of crowd triplets with a graphical model performing nonlinear feature learning in order to transfer the implicit triplet knowledge into an explicit parametric model.
For the remainder of this section, let x ∈ R N ×D denote N observations with D dimensions. We define percepts z ∈ R N ×J corresponding to datapoints x to be low-dimensional representations of datapoints.
Representing Oracle Triplets probabilistically
Typically, the (dis)-similarity function s() giving the distance between the percepts two objects s(x j , x i ) is not explicitly available, but an oracle such as the human visual system can be used infer an ordering over (dis)-similarities over groups of objects by comparing the associated observed data x j and x i , respectively. Using these relationships, a crowd annotator can select the most similar objects to a given target. Internally, the oracle evaluates s(x j , x i ) and s(x l , x i ) and then reports which percept is closer to target x i from a small selection of candidates. Repeated application of this procedure yields crowd triplets, formalizeable as:
We treat this data as a privileged source of information arriving from an oracle distribution p oracle (t|x) which we can sample from, but do not know the internal structure of. In order to learn a function mimicing the oracle, we will introduce a flexible latent variable model which will approximate the oracle using a learned mapping
We assume we are given a conditional probability density p(z|x) over percepts , which denotes an arbitrary function that generates lower dimensional representations with some uncertainty given an input stimulus x. Since our goal is to model crowd triplets, we observe that
for an appropriate function g if z i captures the relevant information about x i and we can thus replace x with z when defining triplets. A motivation for doing so is that when humans judge perceptual similarity they heavily rely on internal representations than purely on raw low level image statistics. Other forms of oracle data could stem from model structure, such as temporal or spatial orderings or other known semantic structure which can also be used to provide weak natural constraints on similarity without explicitly quantifying it.
Intuitively, we wish to model the distances in the latent space between the percepts in order to define a likelihood over percepts. We proceed to express the likelihood in terms of an information theoretic measure of divergence which respects the distribution of latent variables z capturing coordinates in latent space. This has the advantage of not only adding flexibility to the application of triplet embedding in the context of a variety of latent variable models with arbitrary latent distributions apart from the Gaussian, but additionally presents a principled way of respecting uncertainty and the shape of the latent manifold when comparing data. In previous work, typically normalized Euclidian norms or fixed learned distance metrics were used to model triplets. In our formulation, the location and associated uncertainty of the latent variable for each datapoint can be different depending on the distribution of p(z|x).
One way to measure belief in triplets in a generative model is to consider the question whether the distance between target and given datapoint x j is smaller than the distance of target and point x i . Formalizing this as a draw from a Bernoulli distribution over the states True and False parametrized using a softmax-function gives the following likelihood, denoted as DIST in the following:
with
for continuous distributions over z. While this can model the full distribution over a triplet accurately and can serve as a loss, we need to consider the assumptions being made. Here, we assume that a triplet t has a higher probability of being true if relative distances are maximized between percepts. However, a subtlety of the acquisition process for the triplets is that annotators are not asked to provide distances, but just binary statements over similarity rankings based on the prompted question. We encode this relaxation into a similar alternative likelihood which truncates the probability space as follows:
In order to make this more amenable to gradient-based learning, we smooth out the thresholded probability distribution using a softplus function f (x) = ln(1 + e x ), denoted as SOFTPLUS. The benefit of this formulation is that it smoothly penalizes unmet constraints and provides flexibility in modeling the relative orderings of z as long as the triplet constraints hold.
Oracle-Prioritized Belief Network
After having established an observation model for triplets, we can proceed to introduce the full generative process. Instead of relying on a supervised model taking observations x as input, we prefer using a generative approach that models the joint density of both data and triplets to provide an unsupervised model which requires only input data and samples from an oracle to be trained.
We use a belief network with exponential family latent variables and a generative mapping given by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) transforming them into parameters for exponential family observation models, similar to the models used in [7, 8, 9] . However, we introduce a second observation term apart from the datapoints x, which are triplets t. Triplets require multiple samples from the prior to be drawn, as they are defined over multiple objects jointly. Similar to the inference model in the Siamese network [4] , this necessitates multiple instances of the model with shared parameters to work in coordination to generate a triplet. We sketch the generative model in Figure 1b .
We denote θ to be the variational parameters for the MLP of the generative model. While we can use any exponential family in the context of this model, we focus on the Gaussian distribution as a prior p(z) with dimensions J, taking the shape of a J-dimensional diagonal Gaussian as a latent variable. The observation likelihood depends on the dataset in question.
For N datapoints and K triplets defined over them the probabilistic model is given by:
Triplets tie together multiple datapoints and capture their dependencies through the latent representations. This has the effect of attaching potentials to these triplets of latent observations, which the model can use for regularization and guidance. It is noteworthy that the model consists of learning the marginal likelihood p(x, t) by integrating out latent variables z in-between, with the exception of variational parameters θ and φ. This directly maximizes the evidence coming from the crowd and the observations, while maintaining flexibility for the model used in-between which needs to respect both the reconstructive cost for the datapoints, the generative cost for the triplets and the prior on the latent variables when generating samples.
Learning using fast Variational Inference
Our goal is to maximize the marginal likelihood of the evidence, logp θ (x, t) in order to learn a good mapping capturing the dependencies between observations x and triplets t. This involves integrating out the latent variables which is in general analytically intractable in highly flexible model classes. In order to perform efficient learning and inference in the model given by Equation 4 we resort to approximate inference methods and employ doubly stochastic variational inference [7, 8, 14] , which is highly efficient and provably maximizes a lower bound to the evidence. Variational Inference [15, 16] has become a standard tool in Bayesian modeling as the speed benefits frequently greatly outweigh the loss in precision compared to Monte Carlo methods.
In order to perform variational inference we need to define an approximate distribution q(z) over the posterior distribution of the latent variables. We resort to amortized inference b using an inference network to learn a conditional variational distribution q φ (z|x) using an MLP parametrized by φ. This will act as the inference model, predicting the variational approximation to the posterior latent variables per input data point.
Writing out the evidence lower bound (ELBO) yields the following Equation:
logp θ (x, t) =L(θ, φ; x, t) + KL(q(z)||p(z|x, t)) ≥L(θ, φ; x, t)
where k ijl acts as an index on matrix z selecting the corresponding datapoints. Theoretically, performing coordinate ascend on this lower bound is needed to infer the parameters of the model θ and inference network φ. However, the expectations over latent variables present in the ELBO are intractable. We resort to the reparametrization trick [7, 8, 14] and perform doubly stochastic variational inference by drawing L unbiased samples z l from these expectations using the identity z l = µ φ + λ φ · l , where {µ φ , λ φ } are predicted variational parameters using the inference network and l ∼ N (0, 1) are unbiased samples from a unit Gaussian. The differentiable new bound then takes the shape:
On this new objective we can now perform gradient-based learning by drawing minibatches with N b datapoints and K b triplets each time. It becomes evident that this approach has similarities with semi-supervised learning, as the sparse triplets carry extra information for some groups of samples which carries over to the other datapoints and their combinations which we do not have oracle information for.
Upon close inspection we detect that the components q φ (z|x) and p θ (x|z) form a variational autoencoder where the parameters have distilled the triplet information. This also clarifies where the transfer of information from the triplets to the learned parametric model happens. In simple terms, the formulation of the model forces the inference network to learn encodings respecting the triplets and the model p θ (x|z) decodings which account for that shared information. We can thus consider the triplets to be an implicit teacher conveying privileged information to the model, which in turn distills that information into a reusable parametric inference network and generative model. The inference model with parameters φ can also act as a learned fine-grained metric over observations.
Results
We ran the oracle-prioritized belief network (OPBN) on multiple datasets as well as a purely unsupervised analogous variational autoencoder to determine the performance of the model. Interestingly, the parameters learned by the OPBN can be used in absence of triplets, as they basically form an instance of a belief network that has seen privileged information. We use the encodings of both models to perform classification on held-out test data as well as to predict held-out triplets on unseen data. Finally, we also compare to a crowd-informed model with a Euclidian loss similar to [6] , which can act as a symmetric proxy to our KL-based loss. In all experiments we used diagonal Normal distributions as priors for the latent space and rmsProp with momentum [17] as an optimizer. We will detail how the crowd-triplets were generated in each corresponding section. All experiments were run on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) using a theano [18] implementation and did not take more than a few hours each. All classification experiments are performed using logistic regression, but are not part of the learning objective of the models and for all triplet predictions DIST was used.
SVHN
The Street View House Numbers dataset [19] is a natural image dataset showing house numbers in a natural setting comprised of 73257 train and 26032 test images. It can be seen as a complex counterpart to other digit datasets. We use the cropped version which focuses on the images and perform density estimation using unsupervised learning. We learn fully unsupervised models of these images using a Gaussian observation model, 2 layers of 400 deterministic layers and 50 latent variables. The deterministic layers use tanh nonlinearities. We will call this model VAE for variational autoencoder. We also train oracle-prioritized belief networks on the same data using the same architecture with a crowd-simulation based on identify of the digits. We generate 70000 randomly chosen triplet constrains based on picking similarly labeled images to be closer than dissimilarly labeled ones. We run the models for 1000 iterations to obtain the reported solutions. For visual inspection see Figure 2a . In Table 1 we show that the oracle-informed models show clear benefits in classification accuracy, which is the desired result. 
Yale Faces
The Yale Faces dataset [20] version we used is comprised of 2414 images of 38 individuals under different light conditions. We split it into 300 test images and 2114 training images. The images were taken under controlled conditions using a lighting rig which allows for light sources to be varied in specific ways. The azimuth and elevation of the light in relation with the depicted face were changed with values between -130 to +130 degrees and -40 to 90 degrees, respectively. The resulting images have dramatic variability in appearance due to shading, apart from variability in identity of the depicted person.
As was the case for SVHN, we proceed to learn fully unsupervised models of these images using precisely the same architecture as before. For this dataset we proceeded with a series of crowd simulations. Particularity, we ask the simulation 3 different questions upon presenting it with random triplets of images, enforcing complex constraints on image representations.
The questions are the following:
1. Who has the most similar identity?
2.
Where is the light condition most similar in terms of azimuth?
3.
Where is the light condition most similar in terms of elevation?
While the first question is similar to a typical classification setting, answering it accurately requires an ability to understand light variation well. Also, the other two concern more complex qualities of the images than identity and are more related to visual physics, which we do not tackle here in detail. We can simulate a crowd for each question by using the data provided with the dataset. In all simulations, we generate 2000 random triplets. For question one, we sample from the label distribution checking for a match to produce answers to the triplets generated. For question two and three we resort to sampling from the relative distances of target angles to given angles to produce the triplet information. The experiments allow us to test the influence of these questions on the latent representation we can learn.
We proceed to learn oracle-prioritized belief networks using the same architecture as in the unsupervised model to provide a fair comparison and use different triplet-likelihood models. We run the models for 10000 iterations each until convergence. For visual inspection see Figure 2b . We evaluate by comparing the ability of the model as a representation to be used for classification of labels in held-out test data, triplet prediciton on triplets defined over held-out data, linear regression of light conditions.
The results are surprising in that all three crowd-simulations drastically improve classification accuracy using the inferred representation, even the ones which are not informed about the underlying face identities. Table 2 clearly shows that the oracle-informed models outperform pure density estimation in terms of classification without having labels be part of the learning criterium. Interestingly, label-informed oracles appear to lose flexibility in predicting unseen triplets on unseen data, while crowds based on visual properties of the images perform better at that task, as seen in Table 3 . This suggests that the model when informed by a crowd questioned about light conditions learns to factorize lighting from image content better than in the purely unsupervised case, resulting in better results on test-set classification and triplet prediction and in slight benefits in regressing the light conditions from latent spaces. Questioning crowds regarding visual physics might be a more beneficial route to inform models than label-knowledge, as the model automatically improves in a series of tasks. We also experimented with generating varying numbers of triplets and found that more triplets shape latent spaces stronger resulting in better classification results.
Discussion
We have introduced an unsupervised generative model over observed datapoints and tripletconstraints as given by an oracle. Our contributions are first a fully probabilistic treatment of triplets and image models in a joint unsupervised setting using variational belief networks. We show how this joint learning allows for knowledge from the crowd to be transfered to the rich parametric model, resulting in improved classification scores and improved ability to predict triplets. This can be a useful framework to encode expert knowledge in probabilstic reasoning systems when the exact model is unknown or labels are hard to obtain, such as medical data. Second, we introduce information theoretic distance measures for triplets unlike the commonly used Euclidian distance. Our approach using variational inference and a triplet likelihood is not limited to belief networks, thus it will be interesting to use the framework in conjunction with other flexible probabilistic models such as Gaussian Processes and infinite partition models from the realm of Bayesian Non-parametrics. In terms of applications, it will be interesting to combine the learning approach with more structured models such as temporal and spatially constrained models and encode other relationships like topological or unobserved constraints, such as taste of food in images. In terms of vision, segmentation and shape learning appear to be perennially difficult and promising avenues for using oracle priors. On the oracle side, future work regarding more accurate crowd-modeling using multiple tasks and different noise regimes are promising in conjunction with use-cases such as amazon mechanical turk. Finally, we wish to mention the potential for this framework to assist perceptual applications where biases of the human visual system can be studied assisted by generative models.
